
JT_Kit001b Assembly Instructions

Thank you for purchasing the Joule Thief 001b kit from Mad Scientist Hut. 

Assembly of the kit takes about 10-20 minutes and requires small cutters (diagonal preferred), solder,

and a 25Watt soldering iron (temperature needs to be at least 700F to melt the magnet wire enamel).  Depending

on what you will be powering the kit with you may also need some 22 gauge wire to connect the input side.

Completely review the instructions before assembly.

1. Unpack your kit. It should contain one transistor, one ferrite core, two 40inch pieces of magnet wire, one

resistor, one white LED, and the PCB.

2. Carefully unwind the magnet wire (avoid kinking the wire) and cut off one red and one green piece

measuring about 12.5 to 13 inches in length.

3. Start winding the coil with both wires, holding about 0.75 to 1 inch of wire outside of the toroid on the

first turn (this does not have to be exact).

4. Continue winding both wires until you have about 20 turns on the toroid. Cut the extra length from the

end green and red winding to make both sets of wire about equal length of 0.75 to 1 inch. You can take

your soldering iron to the ends of the wires to pre-tin them, some times you may need to scrape the

enamel off the ends with a razor blade if the soldering iron is not hot enough, then try to tin the wire

again.



       5.

a. ) Primary method for inserting the coil. Place the leads into  the PCB. This part is very important to

get the leads into the correct holes. The red wire from the starting turn and the green wire from the end

turn go into the top two coil holes ( it does not matter which of the two top coil holes since the top two

holes are connected by trace on the PCB, only that it is the red wire from the start winding and the green

wire from the end winding )

b.) Alternate method for placing the coil. Twist together the red start winding wire and the green end

winding wire (see picture below). Pre-tin them with your soldering iron then insert the two combined

wires into one of the top coil holes on the PCB. Pre-tinning requires holding the iron with solder on the

enamel wire for 10 to 15 seconds. If the iron is not hot enough you can scrape the enamel off with a

razor blade, then try to tin the wire again.

5. The wires from the coil need to be soldered to the PCB. If they have been pre-tinned this step is 

much easier. If the wires have not been pre-tinned the soldering iron will have to be held to the soldering

joint for a minimum of 15 seconds to melt the enamel on the wire (warning the PCB will get hot!). Clip

the excess wire from the back of the PCB.

7. Next insert the transistor into the PCB at reference designator Q1, insert as shown (with the middle pin

pulled slightly back). Solder the leads, then clip the leads from the back of the PCB.



8. Bend the resistor. Insert resistor at reference designator R1. Solder into place and clip the leads on the

back of the PCB.

9. You can install the LED (with the flat side of the LED matching the flat of the side silk screen) or leave

it out of the circuit, depending on what you want to do with the kit. You can run wires from the out+ and

out- , and put 3 white LEDs in series, this will run fine if you are running from a single cell (1.5V) battery.

Please see the www.madscientisthut.com forums-> products-> product information->joule thief for more

information

10. Connect the power source, observe polarity(0.6VDC to 1.5VDC recommended). 

What if the circuit does not work? 

• Check the coil first, make sure that it is soldered correctly (sometimes the enamel does not melt and

keeps the wire from making contact.) 

• Check to see if the coil windings were swapped correctly. (starting and ending windings, steps 4 and

5) 

• Next check to make sure the transistor is in the board correctly. 

• Check the LED polarity to see if it is in the correct direction with the flat side just like on the PCB

silk screen. 

• Then lastly check your power source, is the polarity correct, if this does not work then try a different

power source.



Note: There is enough left over wire to wind the coil two more times (with 20 turns each). The extra wire is

for experimenting with the coil. 


